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Liberty Fund Inc. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The Creation of the Presidency, 1775-1789: A Study in Constitutional History, Charles C. Thach, Fresh from a battle against monarchy, the American Founders were wary of a strong executive, but they were equally conscious that unchecked legislative power risked all the excesses of democracy. Creating an effective executive who did not dominate the legislative body posed a significant challenge. In THE CREATION OF THE PRESIDENCY, 1775-1789, Charles Thach's lucid analysis reveals how these conflicting concerns shaped the writing of the Constitution and the early clarification of executive powers. Thach sets the stage by analysing the political tendencies during the war and under the Articles of Confederation, showing that experience with rash state legislatures and an ineffectual national Congress contributed to the desire for a strong executive. He presents clearly the scattered deliberations on the executive during the Philadelphia Convention and gives due attention to the important decisions on presidential power made by the First Congress. Originally published in 1923, this book has influenced decades of scholars. In 2003 Raymond Tatalovich and Thomas Engeman referred to it as "the definitive statement of original intent" with respect to the establishment of the presidency. Herbert Storing, in his introduction to the 1969 edition, described it as "so useful and so sound as to be indispensable." Now available in this Liberty Fund edition, Thach's pioneering study can again benefit readers interested in the formation of the US Constitution and the creation of the presidency. This volume addresses the practical issue of liberty and constitutional government: namely, how to design an executive power that will be strong enough to keep order yet remain compatible with individual liberty.
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Kindergarten Culture in the Family and Kindergarten; A Complete Sketch of Froebel's System of Early Education, Adapted to American Institutions. for the Use of Mothers and Teachers
Rarebooksclub.com, United States, 2012. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 246 x 189 mm. Language: English. Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. This historic book may have numerous typos and missing text. Purchasers can download...

Read Write Inc. Phonics: Yellow Set 5 Storybook 7 Do We Have to Keep it?
Oxford University Press, United Kingdom, 2016. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Tim Archbold (illustrator). 211 x 101 mm. Language: N/A. Brand New Book. These engaging Storybooks provide structured practice for children learning to read the Read...

The Well-Trained Mind: A Guide to Classical Education at Home (Hardback)

The Voyagers Series - Europe: A New Multi-Media Adventure Book 1
Strength Through Communications, United States, 2011. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language: English. Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. The Voyagers Series is a new multi-media, multi-disciplinary approach to teaching...

Klara the Cow Who Knows How to Bow (Fun Rhyming Picture Book/Bedtime Story with Farm Animals about Friendships, Being Special and Loved. Ages 2-8) (Friendship Series Book 1)
Createspace, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Apoorva Dingar (illustrator). Large Print. 214 x 149 mm. Language: English. Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Klara is a little different from the other...
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